Application Note 1091-217

Assigning an Absolute Scale to
Susceptibility Measurements with the ACDR
Background
In a measurement of the dynamic (AC) susceptibility a stationary sample is subjected to a
small applied magnetic field which varies (typically sinusoidally) in time. The resulting change
in magnetization is probed by measuring the magnitude and phase of the voltage induced in a
concentric detection coil. Finally, calibration constants are used to scale this voltage to achieve
the reported magnetization in units of moment per field (commonly, emu/Oe). As simply stated,
such a measurement can suffer from accuracy problems due to the presence of materials with nonzero AC susceptibilities inside the detection coil, besides the sample, which cannot be removed
due to engineering constraints.
A solution which mitigates this issue is to physically translate the sample and perform the
measurement at different positions within the excitation/detection coil set. The Quantum Design
AC Measurement System (ACMS-II) is able to account for (and automatically remove)
background signals and temperature drift-induced errors by leveraging this technique, providing a
marked improvement in measurement accuracy. Unfortunately, this multi-point technique is not
available when probing AC susceptibility at millikelvin temperatures using the ACDR option; the
experiment is limited to the ‘single point’ configuration, which should be considered only a
qualitative measure for the aforementioned reasons. Figure 1 shows the discrepancy which arises
between measuring the same sample with the two different options.
If the user has access to both the ACDR and the ACMS-II options this situation can be
remedied. By utilizing the overlap region in temperature between the two options the ACDR data
can be corrected, such that it is accurate to within the specified tolerance of the ACMS-II.
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Fig. 1: 𝑋 ′ values of an indium sample (with geometry matching that of the GGG reference
sample included in the ACDR User Kit) measured with both the ACDR and the ACMS-II.
Due to the integrated background subtraction, the absolute value of the ACMS-II measurement
is considered to be most correct, with the ACDR data exhibiting both a different scale and
constant offset.

Comments Quantities Measured
Consider first a sample’s ‘true’ dynamic (AC) susceptibility which has real (in-phase) and
imaginary (out-of-phase) components to its response, indicated by 𝜒′ and 𝜒″ respectively (this
notation, lacking a subscript, typically implies the volume susceptibility [1]). Note also that the
ACMS-II and ACDR options do not report volume susceptibility, but instead the real and
imaginary components of the corresponding extrinsic values for a particular sample, given by the
Latin characters 𝑋′ and 𝑋″. For an AC measurement, the volume susceptibility 𝜒 and reported
quantity 𝑋 are related by:1
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…where the volume magnetization is indicated by the typical symbol 𝑀 and is related to the net
magnetic moment of the sample 𝑚 by
𝜒′ =

1

The stated equivalence to the differential expressions is generally valid only in the limit of low
frequencies for non-hysteretic materials where 𝜒 ″ → 0.
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𝑀 = 𝑚⁄𝑉
Since a precise measure of the volume is often impractical for samples of the size usually
employed, often a more convenient intrinsic quantity used is the mass susceptibility 𝜒𝜌′ (borrowing
notation again from [1]):
𝜒𝜌′ =

1 ′
1
⋅ 𝜒 = ⋅ 𝑋′
𝜌
𝑏

…where the sample density is 𝜌 and its mass is 𝑏, and the analogous form is implied for 𝜒𝜌″ .
This is mentioned here to stress the relation between the extrinsic quantity reported by the
QD measurement options (𝑋′), and the intrinsic quantities most often of interest for purposes of
comparison or use in further calculations (𝜒′, 𝜒𝜌′ ). The remainder of the treatment here deals
exclusively in terms of 𝑋 ′ and 𝑋″ with the understanding that a simple multiplicative scaling by
volume, mass, or number of moles will still generate the corresponding intrinsic values.
Relation Between ACMS-II and ACDR Data
When measuring AC susceptibility in a gradiometer-based system there are generally two
main corrections to the reported value which need to be considered: a constant offset term (𝐷)
arising from any background signal present, and a multiplicative scale factor (𝐶) which accounts
for the particular spatial distribution of a real sample. These correction terms relate the raw
′
measured quantity (𝑋meas.
) to the ‘true’ value (𝑋′) as follows:
′
𝑋 ′ = 𝐶 ⋅ 𝑋meas.
+𝐷

With the ACMS-II the sample can be moved to various points within the gradiometer,
allowing for automated subtraction of the constant background term’s contribution [2]; the scale
factor 𝐶 applied by the ACMS-II option software is calibrated at the factory using a cylinder of
GGG included in the User Kit.2 If the sample in question has geometry similar to that of the GGG
′
cylinder, it is a reasonable assumption that the reported value 𝑋meas.
is equivalent to the real
′
property 𝑋 to within the specifications of the option.
When the sample form-factor differs from the GGG cylinder significantly, it may be
necessary to account for this deviation [3], [4]. It is left to the user to determine if any potential
correction to the factory-set scale factor is significant or not [5],[6]; any accounting for this must
be done outside of MultiVu after the initial measurement.
Contrast this with the ACDR where instead the ad hoc nulling procedure is designed to
remove the bulk of the contribution of the 𝐷 term from the signal. This technique is still less-thanideal though, compared with the multi-point ACMS-II measurement, and for individual samples
with small dynamic susceptibility signals the remaining background component of the total signal
may still be significant.
Since the ACDR and ACMS-II coil sets differ significantly in their construction their
respective scale factors are not be the same. This is due to the scale factor’s dependency on the
2

𝐶 is chosen such that the resultant real component 𝑋′ matches the slope of the DC moment 𝑚 vs. DC
applied field 𝐻 for the GGG cylinder; the DC moment is itself calibrated earlier to a known Pd reference.
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details of gradiometer (mainly: coil diameter, spacing between the sets of turns of wire, and
number of turns in each set). Consider then the general case of the same sample (of arbitrary
shape) measured in both the ACDR and the other in the ACMS-II:
′
𝑋 ′ = 𝐶ACDR ⋅ 𝑋ACDR
+𝐷
′
𝑋 ′ = 𝐶ACMS ⋅ 𝑋ACMS
′
Where 𝑋[OPTION]
indicates the value reported by MultiVu for the indicated measurement
option (implicitly understood to be a function of temperature, field, and frequency), and 𝐶[OPTION] ,
𝐷, and 𝑋′ are all unknown. By measuring identically the same sample3, the right-hand-sides of
both expressions can be equated such that:
′
′
𝐶ACMS ⋅ 𝑋ACMS
= 𝐶ACDR ⋅ 𝑋ACDR
+𝐷

…simplifying this:
′
′
𝑋ACMS
= 𝐶𝑇 ⋅ 𝑋ACDR
+ 𝐷𝑇

…where: 𝐶𝑇 =

𝐶ACDR
⁄𝐶
, 𝐷𝑇 = 𝐷⁄𝐶
ACMS
ACMS

′
′
This equality holds for an individual ordered pair (𝑋ACDR
, 𝑋ACMS
) collected at the same
temperature, applied DC field, AC excitation field amplitude, and excitation frequency. Plotting
the two reported 𝑋′ values against each other across the region of temperature overlap should
reveal a linear relationship between the two; a fit of this line will provide values for 𝐶𝑇 (the
slope) and 𝐷𝑇 (the y-intercept), as shown with the example data in Figure 2. With these two
quantities the ACDR dataset can be properly mapped to the ACMS-II set, as shown in Figure 3,
extending the absolute accuracy of the former down to the DR base temperature of 50 mK.

If the details of the sample geometry and gradiometer coil configuration are treated
theoretically and a value for either 𝐶ACMS or 𝐶ACDR is derived, then additionally the other
𝐶[OPTION] quantity can be determined alongside 𝐷, as well as the ‘true’ 𝑋′. The process must be
repeated for the 𝑋″ quantities as the scale and offset values are not identical.

3

If it is impractical to measure the same sample with each technique, samples of nominally identical
material (which would have the same 𝜒𝜌′ ) can be used. If the mass 𝑏 of each is known, analysis similar to
what follows may still be completed upon substituting 𝑏[OPTION] ⋅ 𝜒𝜌′ = 𝑋′, where now the intrinsic mass
susceptibilities can be directly equated between the two expressions.
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′
′
Fig. 2: Plot of 𝑋ACMS
vs. 𝑋ACDR
showing the linear relationship and corresponding fit across
the overlap region. A few points deviate from the fit (shown in red), likely due to higher-order
processes during the sharp, first-order superconducting transition occurring in indium in that
range. The vast majority (> 97%) of the data resides in the clustered points at the high and low
sides of the depicted range.

′
Fig. 3: 𝑋ACDR
values, corrected using the extracted fit parameters, plotted alongside reported
′
initially values of 𝑋ACMS
, first shown in Fig. 1. The ACDR values, extending down to 50 mK,
are now reliable to within the stated specifications of the ACMS-II option.
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Experimental Considerations
Measuring the Sample Using the ACDR
Take care when measuring with the ACDR to ensure a proper, successful nulling is
collected before installing the sample (this will minimize the remaining offset component 𝐷 of the
reported signal). Confirm that the measurement range covers at least the full range of overlap
between the two options (1.9 K – 4.0 K). Also take note of the excitation amplitude and frequencyit is best if these are as closely matched between the two options/measurements as possible since
generally the dynamic susceptibility is a function of these parameters.
Recall as well that the ACDR affords much smaller AC field amplitudes (4 Oe maximum)
than the ACMS-II (15 Oe maximum). The two options allow identical ranges of excitation
frequencies, but measurement sensitivity experiences a roll-off, decreasing an order of magnitude
with every decade’s decrease in drive frequency. It is also worth restating that for both options,
when accuracy/precision is of particular importance the recommended mode of measurement is to
only collect data when the temperature/field is stable (as opposed to scanning/sweeping).
Measuring the Sample Using the ACMS-II
As before, attempt to match the experimental conditions as closely as possible (excitation
amplitude and frequency, stabilization conditions at each temperature). A sufficiently high point
density in the overlap region is also crucial, particularly if the sample response varies strongly
with temperature (ie: phase transitions), since only the points in the overlap will be useful in the
linear fit to determine the scaling and offset values.
Since the two options use incompatible sample holders, take care when re-mounting from
one to the other to preserve the sample’s orientation to the extent possible. Regardless of if the
same sample or a different one (of the same material) is used, a careful accounting of the actual
sample mass present in each measurement is important to the final accuracy of the combined
dataset if the scale factor is to be independently calculated.
Note on Temperature Accuracy
The specified accuracy of the DR thermometry depends on the temperature (±1% at 4 K;
±2% at 300 mK; ±10% at 50 mK), whereas the ACMS-II temperature sensor is calibrated using
the PPMS sample chamber thermometer, which itself has a specified accuracy of ±1%. It is
conceivable, and in fact probable, that a small offset in the temperature-dimension may exist
between data collected using the ACDR and the ACMS-II, even after properly scaling the ACDR
values using the above technique, despite both options meeting their stated specifications.
Typically this is on the order of 10’s of mK, and for ‘complete overlap’ one set may need
to be shifted by this temperature offset relative to the other. The choice of which to shift is
arbitrary, as it corresponds to the uncertainty in the temperature scale intrinsic to both
measurements (absent some well-characterized external reference).
For questions or further assistance with this analysis, contact apps@qdusa.com.
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